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DEAR PAC
I am writing to lodge my objection to the Bylong mine.
I live in the Rylstone region, next door to Bylong and have worked most of my
 life in Tourism. The Bylong Valley is a spectacular valley and provides one of
 the best scenic drives in Australia. It is appalling that the longterm tourism and
 agricultural value of this pristine alley is not given preference above a shorterm
 (23year) coal mine. This mine should not go ahead.

I will not go into details as others will have written given details of the
 detrimental impact if not destruction of 

the water resources of the valley. There IS NOT enough water for this mine
 and it beggars belief that expert opinion is not listened to.
biodiversity and the critically endangered Regent Honeyeater
the Bylong community
the throroughbred industry

I would however like to point out that you will not hear from many locals NOT
 because they dont object but because they have been gagged by KEPCO as their
 properties have been bought,most times under extreme duress, but you cannot
 hear this from the individuals concerned. But rest assured there are many.

I entreat you to reject approval of this shortsighted destructive mine. for once
 can we please have some common sense and thsught for the future.
 


Jolieske
 Lips







From: jolieske lips
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Date: Friday, 19 May 2017 12:10:25 PM

To the PAC commissioners,

I am writing to state my STRONG OBJECTION  to the Bylong Mine. 

I live in the Rylstone region, have worked in tourism and know the longterm
 value of the extraordinarily beautiful Bylong valley is in tourism and
 agriculture. It makes no sense to destroy this pristine valley for an
 extremely short (23 years) coal mine.
Others will have written expressing detailed reasons to support an objection.
 These will cover

the lack of sufficient water and the detrimental impact on the water
 resource in the valley, including affecting surrounding agriculture;
detrimental effect on biodiversity in particular the Regent Honeyeater;
the already devastating impact on the Bylong community;
the destruction of the thoroughbred industry.

I would also like to draw to your attention that you will get very few
 objections from locals in the Bylong Valley and this is NOT because they
 don't object, but because many of these locals  have been gagged by KEPCO
 when their properties were bought. Therefore it is up to others to voice
 objection on their behalf.

Regards
Jolieske Lips
Flatlands
Clandulla 2848




